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Abstract
Internet of things (IOT) is the broadly circulated network of things in which all the data is directed to
the internet with assistance of diverse pick up devices and Wireless rate of repetition ID cataloging
system. IOT does not require any sort social being to device communication, it seems to be the major
surfs of revolution as per the investigation standard on, and needs security. Development of IOT faces
many challenges of security of things. This paper is focusing on security issues, privacy and different
applications of IOT.
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1. Introduction
The Internet of Things, IoT, is the point of time when-things or objects will be connected to
the Internet more than people. IoT is the interconnection of identical embedded computing
device within existing Internet infrastructure. IoT, referred to the Internet of Objects, change
everything-including ourselves. The Internet is the most significant and dominant invention
IT sector history. Now IoT represents the development of the Internet, attractive having
ability to gather, analyze, and distribute data by which we can get information, knowledge,
and, ultimately, benefits [1, 6]. In this context, IoT becomes very important. However, many
bodies like businesses, administrations, ideals bodies, and academic world work organized to
resolve the test which comes in the development of IoT will remain to advancement. The
objective of this paper is to instruct you in modest footings so you can be grew information
of IoT and know its prospective to change the whole thing [7].
1.1 History
According to new concepts, IoT has come back at the Auto-ID Center. In 1999, this group
was working in field of network radio frequency identification (RFID) and emerged sensing
technologies. The work is done by seven research universities. These research institutes were
choosing by the Auto-ID Center for designing the architecture for internet of things
(Wikipedia, 2014). In 2003, approximately 6.3 billion persons were existing on the earth and
policies linked to the Internet. According to Cisco IBSG’s definition, internet of things does
not exist in 2003 because the number of things which connected to internet was relatively
small such as smart-phones were just being introduced. Sensors were introduced to improve
the modern life. Key industry players and prominent market analysts, have knowledge of the
importance of IoT and its economic impact. Rapid growth of mobile phones, android phones,
tablets, laptops, and computers increased the number of devices connected to the Internet,
while the world population increased less than the devices connected to internet, building the
total of associated devices per individual more than one first time in the past [2, 8, 9].
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1.2 Uses of IOT
Internet of things has wide applications areas e.g. communication, medical, mobile,
industries etc. “It makes me happy when I getting a short message that the teenagers get off
the school bus and they reach home safely” Some of the finest applications of the Internet of
Things is concentrated on developing the Homes or Home Automation industry. Home
Automation is the skill which has been a fantasy for eras with the awareness of smart homes
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by which we do tons of things repeatedly, guess our needs,
Sterling describe a new group of space-time, location-aware,
environment-aware,
self-logging,
self-documenting.
According to Sterling, one could track the full information
about an object, from their existing time for example before
its manufacturing, physical location and all external factors
which can affect over it [5, 7].
1.3 Security and privacy
Proliferation of Internet of Things worldwide is awesome.
The Internet of Things technology has changed interaction
within the world. The Internet of Things discoveries its
important claim for data examination and computerization
advance in farming, healthcare, engineering, economics and
protection. Internet of Things claims benefits safeguarding
in security, safety, effectiveness, judgment making, and
serious set-up safeguard. Every growing connectivity is one
of the latest reasons for security and privacy challenges.
Authentication, authorization, transport encryption, cloud
services, web interfaces, software, firmware are specific
safety contests of Internet of Things. To fully understand the
excessive prospective of Internet of Things, it is important
to talk these safety worries. Security and Privacy issues arise
from interference by embedded based intelligent
interconnected devices. Every Internet user connected with
another door for the cyber criminals which can access and
misuse their information. Vulnerability is a growing issue.
Poor design and security can make attacks. We cannot
separate security from safety of human life. Unauthorized
access of personal and critical uses, it causes bouts on other
structures can create risks to personal safety. Collection of
sensitive & personal information without the awareness of
individual and consent creates serious privacy Challenge.
The Application in Internet of Things abilities to clever
ecosphere populates and it fears to confidentiality and safety
tasks. In the applications of Internet of Things it inspires
numerous safety and confidentiality tasks along with the
skill to assume extremely comprehensive data. Devices are
uninterrupted gathering data on their surrounds for increases
confidentiality worries. The enormous capacity of statistics
about Internet of Things devices can gather and examine is
outstanding. These devices can also collect behavioral
information. This data can be distorted by unlawful persons.
Usage of this data makes money, and some users can create
privacy challenge. Privacy and security challenge can lower
the user confidence. Internet of Things device collect data
for individual & they share it with third parties and the
individual is unaware about the device is a privacy
challenge [10, 11].
2. Literature review
P.B. Pathak et al. [2016] Internet connectivity, data
collection and analytics combined together forms basics of
Internet of Things. They provide beneficial services in many
important areas. In the terms of machines they replace
human decision for making security and privacy which are
significant challenges. Unless we tell about safety and
confidentiality issues we can realize the importance of
Internet of Things. The existing paper presents the idea of
Internet of Things and deliberates certain safety and
confidentiality issues [1]. Govinda K. et al. [2016] the term
Internet of Things refers to the usage of Internet procedures
for the human-to-human or thing-to-thing message in range
of systems. The key goal of IoT is to produce a computer-

generated footprint of all the strategies so as all the people
connected to each other. It offers a novel technique of
message between all the things and the people. This paper
explains all the concepts based on IoT and their mechanism
in brief. The important technologies of IoT are Sensor
networks and intelligence technologies [2]. Ahmed Khalid et
al. [2016] Internet of Things (IoT) covers a wide range of
technologies which provide us many applications and
services that enable smart solutions. While the great impact
of the IoT is considered, a small work is compulsory in
instruction to recognize the architecture and the direction of
the research fields in IoT. Many research institutions in
world give focus on the IoT. Here presents the architecture
and the research issues of the IoT [3]. Amardeep Borgohain
et al. [2015] here analyze the different authentication and
privacy systems implements for the security and private
information of an individual’s login credentials. This paper
introduces the authentication and privacy systems, which, is
not applicable in the arena of Internet of Things, delivers
finest safety to a operator’s information. Verification and
confidentiality is shadowed by a countless depiction of the
employed system of communication of dissimilar clients
with secluded resources over the procedure agenda and a
training of verification system in IP-based IoT [4]. Ashvini
Balte et al. [2015] today people need to use Internet at
anytime and anywhere. Through Internet of Things (IOT)
people and things are connect anytime and anywhere using
any network. IOT is differentiating by various technologies,
which provide the services in different application domains.
With the help of this we knows about the different
challenges of IOT. The security services are not experience
on IOT in direct manner because of many issues in service
and various standards. So secure security mechanisms need
to be invented, which deal with the security problems in
case of IOT. Here we present the different security
challenges with their solutions [5].
3. Conclusion
Internet of Things offers the great future by providing
various applications with significant benefits to users. The
rate at which it is being adopted shows the potential value of
Internet. Every new technology faces many challenges for
developing himself Internet of Things having lot of
challenges. In this paper we discussed the security issues,
technical issues of IOT. IOT becomes a utility with
increased sophistication in sensing.
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